Upper Galley Modifications
When we ordered Makani Kai in October of 2004, we selected equipment and options based on
experiences with previous boats as well as budget. We were trading in our C310 – the first Makani Kai –
and she probably had the greatest impact on our choices. We realized there were certain things we
could do ourselves and save substantially over the factory cost…..the Polyplanar 6 CD changer and
microwave being examples. In March of 2005 we packed ourselves off to Waterford, CT and the annual
warehouse sale at Defender Industries. We picked up the CD changer for $160, microwave for $90, an
assortment of teak trim ($2 per foot), teak magazine rack and several closeout acrylic racks (bottle, wine
glass, spice, etc.) for a few dollars each. We also purchased louvered teak doors to add cabinets to the
main salon but haven’t found the need to do so. I will describe changes at the Nav station (CD changer
etc.) in a later post
The accompanying two photos show our upper galley modifications, the alternative microwave
installation being most obvious. I purchased a piece of pre-laminated shelving from my local home store
…the laminate color is so close to the “Corian-like” counters in the galley that you have to hold a piece
of the shelving next to the counters to see the difference. I cut the shelving to clear the AC controls to
fit the aft galley bulkhead/interior liner next to the companionway.. I Supported the back of the shelf
with a teak batten (attached to the aft bulkhead) to which the shelf is screwed; the forward port corner
is supported by creating a “stud” with a stainless steel wood screw (screwed into the shelf) and then the
“head” inset into the headliner by the companionway; the forward starboard corner is suspended by a
piece of 1/4 x 20 threaded rod attached to a stainless steel toggle in the headliner – appropriate
washers and nuts to secure the rod and a washer with capnut on the underside of the shelf; covering
the exposed threaded rod with a piece of white ¼” cable cover and attaching teak trim (from Defender)
on the exposed edges completed the shelf install. The height was calculated specifically to allow a snug
(actually very tight) fit between the shelf and the overhead……..I have never had the microwave come
loose even in 4-7’ seas. The overall length of the shelf gave us a place for our 4 cup electric coffee
maker just inboard of the microwave. For the electrical hook-up I “tapped” into the GFCI receptacle
located on the aft bulkhead of the galley….used appropriate (ABYC) conduit (12 or 14 AWG THHN),
outlet box etc. and connected the new circuit “downstream” of the GFCI to provide the appropriate
protection. The addition of the new receptacle does not exceed the number of outlets permitted on a
single GFCI protected circuit. The top hatch for the refrigerator (as delivered from Catalina) would not
open fully with the microwave shelf installed. An easy fix, moving the hatch riser arm aft allowed
raising/latching/raising/releasing the lid. Yes, this reduces (slightly) the access to the top of the fridge
but it has not been a problem, especially when considering the access also allowed by the front
refrigerator door.
Now I have leftover laminated shelving…..I’m a sailor, nothing goes to waste. I made a shelf, edged with
the same teak trim as the microwave shelf, for the double cabinet on the starboard side of the galley
(also one for the “hanging” locker in the aft cabin). We now have a place for all our storage/serving
containers, colander, measuring cups, percolator for the stove, travel mugs (for those early mornings
when underway) and a myriad of miscellany.

While in the neighborhood…the aft galley ……I noticed the AC unit to be quite noisy. I purchased simple
(cheap) foam boards from my home center, cut and wedged them inside of the AC chamber to
cover/block all but the heat exchanger coils (allow free air movement) noticeably reducing the noise
level in the cabin.
What about the microwave space….which is wide open with a single fiddle along its front as delivered by
Catalina? Here’s where those acrylic racks from Defender come into play. The forward half of the
microwave space is dedicated to overhead wine glass storage and the remaining half for wine bottles
(racks for bottles to stand upright). We also installed upright bottle racks (for spirits) in the shelf
starboardside immediately forward of the galley cabinets. We’re not the “boozers” you may think (we
still have the same bottles of gin and vodka we stocked the boat with in 2005), but we like to be able to
offer our guests whatever they like.
The spice rack we purchased is attached to the starboardside behind the stove…..this is part of the lower
galley modifications I hope to bore you with in a future article.
The remaining starboardside cabinet has become our dish cabinet. I purchased, from a Correlle outlet
(I’m sure available in many “kitchen/bed/bath” stores), racks that are simply vertical dowels inserted in
bases that I glued to the bottom of the cabinet. The mug holders are standard items from a “kitchen”
store and admittedly the mugs will rattle sometimes. The mugs are all “freebees” from Hilo Hatties….in
case you haven’t picked up on the Hawaiian theme (the two bottles of wine in the picture are from the
Tedeschi winery on Maui). We have stored in this single cabinet a complete service for 8 (dinner plates,
salad plates, dessert plates, soup/salad bowls, insulated glasses…but only four mugs). We looked into
purchasing the overhead (hanging) shelf from the C320 but felt we didn’t need the additional storage
(the 350 has so much to begin with) and that it would interfere with sightlines in the cabin.
We attached a plastic paper towel holder to the undersurface of the forward (dish) cabinet. This gets
the roll off the counter and lets you grab a towel from the main cabin as wells as the galley.
The “flora” above the side cabinets (I’d like to say silk flowers but they’re plastic) are examples of
touches my wife (admiral/decorator) has added throughout the boat …she calls it nesting.
When I submit photos with these articles they are, admittedly, small when printed. Feel free to contact
me and I will be glad to attach the pics by return email for you to “blow up” and see more of the detail
of these modifications.
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